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10. BikeWalk Marlborough Summary and Update – 
November 2015

(Clr Sloan)  (Report prepared by Robin Dunn) C230-001-B03

Purpose
1. The purpose of this report is to provide a brief summary of Bike Walk Marlborough’s (BWM) 

structure, its activities to date and update on recent changes.  Support for a new form of 
interaction between Council and the Trust is requested.

2. The three Urban Cycleway Programme (UCP) projects that are NZTA approved and largely 
funded are included and proposed additional network routes that make up the Blenheim Urban 
Cycle Network are identified. 

3. A number of cycling or walking related submissions to the Long Term Plan (LTP) were referred 
to this Committee and then passed to BWM for prioritising.  Evaluation criteria and 
recommendations on prioritisation of Bike Walk projects are also included in this report.

Background
4. Bike Walk Marlborough was formed in 2005 to assist with compiling the first Bike Walk Strategy 

for Marlborough Roads and MDC. BWM incorporated the “Renwick Wine Trail Network Group”, 
which had previously established the initial Renwick and Southern Valleys Wine Cycle Trail 
route. The Walking and Cycling Strategy was updated by BWM and Marlborough Roads in 
2010. Refer:  Walking and Biking Strategy

5. Several projects within the strategies ‘Action Plan’ have now been completed. BWM Trust 
recommendations on project prioritisation, as provided below will replace the existing Action 
Plan upon approval. 

6. The Bike Walk Marlborough Trust was established in 2009 as an educational arm of BWM and 
to enable sourcing funds from outside MDC for bike and walking projects or programmes in the 
region. BWM’s initial primary focus was to cater for and improve safety for urban cyclists and 
walkers, with many of these being school and college students. Construction of safe off-road 
paths on rail reserve land beside SH1 to connect Riverlands, Grovetown and Spring Creek to 
Blenheim was also seen as a priority. The Trust has to date secured two grants totalling 
$36,000 to assist with initial brochure production and Grovetown Path construction. 

BWM projects, programmes or initiatives completed to date include:

 NZ Cycle Trail application lodged in 2009 for the ‘Sounds to Sauvignon Cycle Trail’, 
(Picton to Blenheim) however was unsuccessful.

 Input into Marlborough’s Growth Strategy 2013 – need for liveable towns - and
multi-model transport options.

 Plan, design and oversee construction of the rail corridor shared paths to Riverlands and 
Grovetown, and proposed extension to Spring Creek, UCP, NZTA and BWM funding. 

 Ben Morven Cycle Trail construction and extension of Taylor River Trail to the dam.

 Cycle lanes and street calming on Seymour Street and Maxwell Road in 2012. 

 Ride-On Cycle Skills Training Programme – for 300 + school children a year, now in its 
fourth year and run by Sport Tasman with KiwiSport and BWM funding. 

 School Travel plans prepared at three colleges and organising identified safety 
improvements – new pedestrian crossings, road/parking improvements and safer cycle 
route identification.
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 Safety Around Schools Sub-committee – addressing safety issues around schools – also 
doing annual school travel mode surveys.

 Menz Shed – bike recycling project.

 Financial contribution to Marlborough Boys College bike shed.

 Producing a suite of six “BikeWalk” maps and brochures and regular updates and print 
runs. 

 Cycle stand provision in Blenheim and Picton CBDs.

 Events & media - Go By Bike Breakfasts, Family Fun Days, media articles that promote 
cycling, walking and trails. 

 Input into road developments and policy – ie; Middle Renwick Road upgrade.

 Submission made to the National strategy ‘Safer Journeys by Bicycle’.

 Signposting and mapping the town’s urban accessways.

 Addressing cycling danger spots.

 Installing additional ‘Share the Road’ signage.

 Promote Wine Cycle Trails with cellar doors and off-road cycle trails. 

 SH 6, Foxes Island Road to Rapaura Road – new off-road cycle path.

 0800 CYCLE CRASH – Council website database.

 Cycle/Walk surveys undertaken to determine main corridors and record trends.

7. With the increasing success of the ‘NZ Cycle Trails (Nga Haeranga) ’network as launched in 
2009 and last year’s release of NZTA’s ‘Safer Journeys for those that Cycle’ document and raft 
of recommendations, cycling is nationally gaining momentum. 

8. With this year’s Government’s announcement of $300 million ‘Urban Cycle Programme’ (UCP) 
over the next three years, awareness of the economic benefits cycling can deliver to a region is 
increasing. 

9. Locally, BWM Advisory Group meeting attendances have grown along with a renewed interest 
in cycle facility provision, particularly for tourism, wine trails and mountainbiking.

10. Destination Marlborough and Council have developed the Smart and Connected Visitor 
Economy Growth Plan, which outlines the vision and direction for the visitor economy, and looks 
at what is needed for Marlborough to grow earnings from visitor spend to $446 million by 2025.

11. Six areas of focus have been identified; one of these is walking and cycling. A number of 
product development and capability building initiatives have been identified to support the 
implementation of the plan.  This includes: 

 Encourage walk and cycleway initiatives to support a diverse network of road trails and 
tracks in Marlborough enjoyed by bikers and walkers every day.

12. Both the Renwick and Picton Smart and Connected Groups have identified Cycling and Walking 
tracks and trails as being a key focus that can increase economic tourism growth.

Recent structural changes and new members 
13. BWM was run as one entity for some time however more recently has been split into two 

separate entities, being the BWM Advisory Group, run as a public meeting, and the BWM Trust 
which is a registered Charitable Trust. Both groups are made up of walking and cycling 
advocates, associated organisations/businesses and the BWM Trust acts as an Executive 
Committee of the Advisory Group. The Advisory Group meets three monthly, with the Trust 
meeting running directly after these meetings or more frequently as required.
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14. A key function of the Trust is to act as a filter for MDC to obtain the wider community views 
including the BWM Advisory Group.

15. New Trustees and a Chairman have recently been appointed and provide representation from a 
wide range of interests from both cycling and walking.  Trust members include; 

Original Trust Members
Brigid Forrest – Public Health and Wine Industry 
David Craig – Road Cycling and MDC
John Pickering – Picton Cyclist 

New Trust Members
Kevin Wilson - Chairman and Marlborough Mountain Bike Club
Pete Halligan – Events Management
Steve Hill – Wine Trail Bike Hire 
Ray Clearwater – Grey Power and Recreational Riders
Peter Mann – Marlborough Harrier Club 
Tracy Johnston – Destination Marlborough
Robin Dunn - MDC and current Co-ordinator

16. Trust Deed document changes are also being made to better reflect the vision and Trust 
operations.  The Trust is adopting a more autonomous status and sees this as important to 
provide objectivity for the Trust. The Trust respects its relationship with Council and is 
appreciative of funding, meeting room/secretarial services and provision of the 0.3 FT 
Equivalent role of a BWM Coordinator and financial services provided by Council.  

17. With growing interest in cycling and walking and increasing demand for projects and 
programmes, the current BWM Coordinator position of 12 hours per week is now insufficient to 
meet these increasing demands. A new fulltime Blenheim based position has been created in 
conjunction with Tasman Sports Trust, with 20 hours per week allocated to the BWM 
Coordinator role and the other 20 hours per week as a Community Sports Advisor and
delivering Marlborough’s RideOn bike skills training programme. This new BWM Coordinator 
position will commence early January 2016. 

18. To better define this new relationship between the Tasman Sports Trust and BWM Advisory 
Group and BWM Trust, it is proposed to prepare a MoU. This is particularly important to define 
to relationship, expectations and set out funding and protocols.

Coordinator Position Funding
19. The anticipated cost of this position for the current financial year is $14,000 and the 2016/17 

year being $28,000.  The Trust will be requesting through the Annual Plan process that this cost 
be funded by Council who is benefitting from the freeing up of a Reserves Officer contribution 
as BikeWalk Coordinator.

NZTA’s Urban Cycleway Programme (UCP)
20. In June this year, the government announced that a total of $333 million will be invested across 

41 projects in 15 urban centres over the next three years and will help to establish cycling as an 
integral part of New Zealand’s transport network. This total investment includes local Council,
the National Land Transport Fund and UCP funding. 

21. The total investment in cycling in New Zealand over the next three years is anticipated to be 
between $380 million to $400 million, delivering over 250km of new urban cycleways and 
greater network connectivity.

22. Three Blenheim Urban Cycleway projects were approved by NZTA in June and are key cycle 
and walking corridors within Blenheim’s overall network.

23. The projects are; 

a. The 2.8 km Grovetown to Spring Creek path extension.
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b. The Taylor River 2.3 km concrete path extension - between Athletic Park and Wither 
Road.

c. Improved safety for cyclists and walkers using Beaver and Eltham Road. 

24. The total estimated cost of the three projects is $1.81m of which MDC’s share is $390,000. 
$360,000 is proposed to be funded from BWM budgets over three financial years, with $30,000 
funded for the Taylor River Path from Land Subdivision Reserve funding.  

25. These three key projects are marked in Red on the first map below and the un-costed 
commitments to additional work associated with the Blenheim Urban Cycle Network, are 
highlighted in blue.
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26. A more detailed map below details Blenheim’s proposed urban cycle network and this was 
submitted to NZTA with our application. The proposed impact of the UCP three year programme 
on BWM’s budget is identified below, with little discretionary funding left over the next three
years.  However, with the significant level of NZTA funding towards these projects, the benefit to 
the district is considerable. 

27. The un-costed sections of the proposed Blenheim Cycleway Network includes: Alabama Road, 
part of Nelson Street and MacLauchlan Street and sections of Hutcheson, Budge and SH1.
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Current BWM Budget Allocation

Annual Budget for the Bike Walk Marlborough ($000)

YE June 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

2022
2023
2024
2025

Source

Maintenance 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Capital 116 118 120 122 122 522 522

Carryover 2015 32

Total Allocated 248 218 220 222 222 622 622

Less Commitments

Urban Cycle Way 180 120 60

Other 37 45 46 50 ? ? ? 

Total Expenditure 217 165 106 50

Net Available 31 53 114 172 222 622 622

Long Term Plan BikeWalk Related Submissions
28. The budget above does not include the un-costed “other” commitments for the Urban Cycle 

Way projects or other priority BWM projects and programmes waiting for funding.

29. Three Bike Walk related submissions requesting funding totalling $447,500 and seven 
un-costed submissions were made to this year’s long term plan (LTP).

30. These submissions were referred to this Committee and then to “Bike Walk Marlborough” for 
consideration and prioritising.  The submissions exceed the cumulative available BWM surplus 
over the next four years.

31. There has also been one more application for funds made to Bike Walk Marlborough since the 
long term budget hearings. The BWM Advisory group has prepared an Evaluation Criteria and 
held two workshops to commence the prioritisation of all potential projects, including (LTP) 
submissions. Project details and recommendations to date are presented below.

Evaluation
32. Cycling is diverse, with many types of cycling including both on-road and off-road, commuters, 

recreational, competitive, family, wine trail, adventure and multi-day touring, mountain bikers, 
Cyclo Cross and track cyclists. Within these there are various ability levels, potentially requiring 
different facilities to cater for each.  BWM Trust has attempted to establish criteria that can 
evaluate across the range of project types to identify those that will provide the greatest 
community benefit.

 Any evaluation criteria are expected to influence and not determine a decision.

 This criteria will be used to evaluate the merit of any applications for MDC or other raised 
funding allocated to biking and walking.

 The criteria should be transparent and available to the public.
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Proposed BWM Trust Funding - Key Criteria 
Adds opportunities for activities in the region
33. The opportunity may be either of economic or social benefit. Economic benefits may relate to 

building the visitor economy through the provision of infrastructure to both attract visitors and to 
encourage visitors to stay in Marlborough longer.  Social benefit may relate to the provision of 
infrastructure for active transport, educational or recreational use by people of all ages.

The fit with the strategy
34. Proposal shows alignment with the vision and purpose of Bike Walk Marlborough. Namely - A

diverse network of roads trails and tracks in Marlborough enjoyed by bikers and walkers 
every day. 

The degree of integration with existing bike and walk infrastructure. 
35. Following on from the vision of Bike Walk Marlborough to have a network of trails and tracks, 

proposals will be ranked on their degree of integration with existing infrastructure. If part of a 
staged pathway, proposals should outline how the link to existing infrastructure will be achieved 
in the long term.

The relative cost benefits of the project 
36. Cost analysis should be presented showing the cost of the proposal balanced against the 

potential use. The formula for this is Cost Benefit = cost / length / users per year.  For projects 
that have a high social benefit or provide large improvements to safety the cost benefit criteria 
may be of less significance in the overall ranking.

The amount by which the project improves the safety of biking or walking
37. Proposals should outline any improvements to safety by the adoption of the proposal.  Safety 

audit data if available is of great value particularly for proposals with high social benefit.  Also 
any design information that details applicable NZ Standards or ‘best practice’ standards 
adopted in the project should be included under this criteria.

The level of community input and support – both physical and money/money eqv.
38. Proposals should include letters of support from the community and outline any support for the 

proposal by way of both physical and financial means.

Group Structure
39. Groups that apply for funding need to have some form of formal structure be it an Incorporated 

Society or Trust or have some legal entity much the same as required by other funding 
providers so that there is some accountability.
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Bike Walk Marlborough Trust - Priority Projects
40. Macro Projects 

 Queen Charlotte Track –  $290 K requested to (LTP), will re-submit detailed application

 Link Pathway - underway and requires moral support only as MDC already funding

 Blenheim to Renwick via the Opawa River banks – access issues to resolve

 Picton to Spring Creek – un-costed and access issues through the elevation

 Renwick off-road network – create wine trail and recreational circuits

41. Micro Projects

 Wairau River –  Spring Creek to Renwick – obtain access where link missing 

 Sutherland Stream extension to town  and Alabama Rd Path – to connect Sutherlands 
Stream to Dryhills Lane and Riverlands Shared Path

 Investigate the Coastal Pacific Cycle Trail – work with promoters to assess

 Mountain Bike trail expansion – Picton and Wither Hills 

 Riverlands Path extend to Cloudy Bay Estate and Redwood Pass

 Blenheim to Renwick – SH6 Shared Path and clip on bridge 

Project Recommendations and Funding
42. Using the above criteria and matrix, the Trust has identified four ‘macro’ projects and four 

smaller projects as priorities. 

(a) Queen Charlotte Track – Proposed upgrade to reduce steep sections 
along track  

A (LTP) application for $290,000 was requested and this was to accompany a funding 
application of $300,000 to central government’s ‘Maintaining the Quality of Great Rides 
Fund (MGR).  Their application lacked detail on proposed upgrade work and on-going 
improvements.

The QCT Trust proposes to re-apply to Council and the (MGR) in the New Year for 
funding, with a detailed application.  It is proposed that with the proposed re-routing and 
track upgrade work, the QCT combined with the Link Pathway will offer one of the most 
scenic and longest international rides or walks on offer.    

(b) Link Pathway 
This is already receiving Council funding directly and their Trust is securing grant funding 
also for path construction and development. 

There is also the potential to seek NZ Cycle Trails assistance with this project as it will 
become a Great Ride as it progresses.

(c) Blenheim to Renwick via the Opawa River Banks  
This would be a substantial tourism asset to the region by providing an attractive and safe 
route for wine trail and recreational cyclists to explore the region, while creating a 
significant asset for the local community.  Significant work is required to establish access 
along sections of the stopbanks, as various leases and ownership currently exists.
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(d) Picton to Spring Creek cycle path 
This would also prove a major asset to the region and has been investigated previously 
however is un-costed.  Access issues through the elevation would need resolving and 
this would be a significant construction project being some 20 km in length.  The rail 
corridor would be perfect if rail was to cease however this is unlikely.

(e) Renwick off-road cycle network
It is proposed to create attractive largely off-road cycle circuits for recreational or 
wine/restaurant cycle tours around Renwick.

Along with the Opawa River stop banks, these would provide cycle experiences of 
various lengths so all can enjoy a taste of cycling amongst the vines and soak up some 
Marlborough scenery. These would provide a substantial tourism asset to the region. One 
path was constructed last year beside SH 6 and an extension is planned to connect to the 
Wairau River stopbank.

(f) Micro Projects  
Progress is underway where possible on some identified projects, however, additional 
funding would accelerate the development of proposed new path and track construction. 
Several of these projects are relatively low cost per km to construct and a consistent local 
identity ‘cycle track sign package’ is proposed to complement the network and assist 
users.

Funding Priorities 
43. The impact of UCP on BWM budgets for further urban commuter based projects over the next 

three years further delays progress on development of other facilities, including wine trail, 
recreational and mountain bike paths and trails. 

44. A significant increase in Bike Walk funding is budgeted from 2021, however this increased level 
of funding is required earlier if Council wishes to accelerate these projects.

45. Now that key cycling and walking projects have been identified using the evaluation criteria, 
further investigation and costing work is proposed and detailed costs and timelines will be 
presented for next year’s Annual Plan consideration.

Summary
46. This report provides an overview of BWM operations, its activities to date, recent structural 

changes and BWM’s increasing role.  

47. It also considers the evaluation criteria and BWM Trust’s recommendations on BikeWalk related 
projects and funding, including their expected Annual Plan submissions. 

48. While tourism contributes five percent to the Marlborough economy, there exists significant 
potential to increase this by providing and marketing a network of easy, safe and attractive bike 
and walking routes, trails and tracks to attract visitors to the region and encourage them to stay 
longer.

RECOMMENDED
1. That the operations, expectations and the relationship between  Tasman Sports Trust, 

BWM Trust and the BWM Advisory Group,  be clearly defined within a Memorandum of 
Understanding.

2. That the fundamental basis for BMW Trust funding and operation be an annual Business 
Plan approved by Council, supported by Council’s annual budget.
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11. Wither Hills Farm Park – Rifle Range Carpark Coffee 
Cart Licence

(Clr Sloan) (Report prepared by Robin Dunn) R510-009-W03-01

Purpose 
1. For approval to operate a coffee cart within the Wither Hills Farm Park (WHFP) main Rifle 

Range carpark located off Rifle Range Place.

Background
2. This is the first time that a request has been made to operate a coffee cart on an ongoing basis 

within the WHFP.

3. The WHFP Management Plan 2005 states within Section 3.40 Future Uses ‘The opportunity for 
alternative, future recreational and/or commercial activities being undertaken within the Farm 
Park shall not be discounted. Approval of any such activity shall be subject to Council approval 
and their compatibility with existing uses and not being in conflict with the other policies 
contained within this plan’.

Situation
4. It is proposed that this business will be operated on a year by year concession basis, and will be 

somewhat of a trial to gauge demand and is likely to be seasonal.

5. Some interest has been expressed in establishing a more permanent café at the location, 
however nothing has been lodged to date and this would require separate application and 
consent requirements.

RECOMMENDED
That approval be granted to operate a coffee cart on a year by year concession within the Rifle 
Range Carpark.
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12. Information Package

RECOMMENDED
That the Assets and Services Information Package dated 24 November 2015 be received and 
noted. 
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